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20 stairs - A set of stairs lighting - lighting
width 45 cm

Price 217.06 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 611

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip. 
 

The kit includes

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/smart-led-driver-for-lighting-stairs-driver-lighting-effects-
version-1120-p-605.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

- Waterproof LED strip 2 roll (warm white or cool white) - https://stair-lighting.com/5m-led-strip-3528-300-diod5m-
waterproof-warm-white-p-216.html?language=en

- Power suppy to a set - https://stair-lighting.com/modular-power-supply-12v-50w-415-mw50-p-466.html?language=en

Proper lighting stairs provides safety to people using them. Here again become invaluable LED solutions. They allow precisely
to emphasize shape, width and depth of each stair. This provides comfortable movement.
 
Our proposal set for 20 degrees with a width of 45 cm, allows primarily to save money. This is felt in your wallet when you
want to illuminate the number of stairs.
 
The set will receive an intelligent controller to the stairs and dedicated to him two motion sensors. In addition, two rolls of
tape waterproof LED white solid hot or cold - for selection. A suitable power supply, matching the set.
 
Drivers allow you to, among others, light more points of light on the stairs. Thanks to its properties, the designers recommend
them to be used in gardens or at the entrances to the garage. Devices not only work directly with LED strips, but also with
diodes bulbs or fixtures manufacturers such as SKOFF, BRILUX, LEDIX or PAULMANN. Power amplifiers that can be bought, for
every purchased from us give the controller more extensive usability, for example to highlight the railing.
 
Our lighting systems use 12V. This means that they are safe for small and large man. In addition, they can be mounted on
various types of stairs. As well they suit the stone, or wood.
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This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro )
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